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Abstract: In this article, an experimental study has been conducted to provide better 16 
understanding of the transient characteristics of a dual compensation chamber loop heat pipe 17 
(DCCLHP) subjected to the acceleration force. A new acceleration test rig was set up to 18 
provide the acceleration up to 11 g with three different directions. The heat load on the 19 
evaporator ranging from 25 W to 300 W was applied with the acceleration force simultaneously. 20 
Experimental results indicated that the DCCLHP could start up at a small heat load of 25 W 21 
and the startup behavior was different under acceleration direction conditions because of the 22 
vapor-liquid distribution change in the evaporator and compensation chambers (CCs). Under 23 
the current operating conditions, the effect of acceleration force was significant to the operating 24 
performance at small heat loads whereas was weak at large heat loads. Experimental results 25 
also clearly showed that both acceleration magnitude and direction can alter the operating 26 
mode. What’s more, it was found that temperature oscillation, reverse flow and evaporation in 27 
the evaporator core phenomena occurred under acceleration conditions.  28 
 29 
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2 
Nomenclature 34 
A Section area, m2 35 
c Specific heat capacity, J/(kg· K) 36 
g Gravitational acceleration, 9.81 m/s2 37 
G     Thermal conductance, W/k 38 
I Output current, A 39 
L Distance, m 40 
m Mass flow rate, kg/s 41 
Q Heat load, W 42 
R Physical quantity 43 
T Temperature, K 44 
U Output voltage, V 45 
ΔT Temperature difference, K 46 
x Measured variable 47 
λ Thermal conductivity, W/(m· K) 48 
Acronyms  49 
CC Compensation chamber 50 
CCM Constant conductance mode 51 
DCCLHP Dual compensation chamber loop heat pipe 52 
LHP Loop heat pipe 53 
RTD Resistance temperature detector 54 
VCM Variable conductance mode 55 
Subscripts 56 
cp   Cold plate 57 
cw   Cooling water 58 
e   Evaporator 59 
in   At inlet 60 
loss   heat loss 61 
out   At outlet 62 
vd   Voltage drop loss 63 
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1. Introduction 64 
With the ever-increasing number of on-board electronic devices, the power level and the 65 
component integrated density become larger and larger. It is recognized that the localized heat 66 
flux of the component can be up to 100 W/cm2. It is, therefore, imperative to develop new 67 
techniques to remove the heat dissipation from the avionics since the capability of the typical 68 
cooling system is insufficient. Nowadays, among cooling techniques for electronic devices, 69 
loop heat pipes (LHPs) are considered as one of the most attractive ways to achieve high 70 
efficiency of heat transfer [1, 2].   71 
LHPs utilize the vapor-liquid phase change of the working fluid to transport the heat 72 
between the evaporator and the condenser. The circulation of the fluid is driven by the capillary 73 
forces developed in the porous wicks. The advantages of the flexibility, temperature control 74 
and heat transport capability can make LHPs extend to the applications of terrestrial 75 
surroundings, aircraft, submarine and high-speed railway [3-6]. Over the past two decades, a 76 
large number of experimental, theoretical and numerical simulation studies on LHPs have been 77 
reported to provide useful data to comprehensively understand the physical mechanisms under 78 
various operating conditions and to optimize their design [7-10].  79 
In terrestrial gravity environment, the relative position of different components will 80 
significantly influence the liquid-vapor distribution and bubble movement in the loop due to 81 
the effect of the gravity, which induces different startup behaviors and steady-state operating 82 
performances of the LHP [11, 12]. Compared to conventional LHP with a single compensation 83 
chamber (CC), the dual compensation chamber loop heat pipe (DCCLHP) was developed by 84 
configuring two CCs on the two ends of the evaporator to achieve the liquid supply for the 85 
primary wick under any orientation in terrestrial gravity.  86 
It appears from the previous investigations that there are quite few reports on the operating 87 
performance of DCCLHP. Gerhart and Gluck [13, 14] designed a DCCLHP and verified that it 88 
could work successfully at different orientations. Their experimental results showed that the 89 
heat transfer coefficient and operating temperature were evidently different in different 90 
evaporator and CCs orientations. Wolf and Bienert [15] investigated the effect of the relative 91 
elevation of the evaporator and condenser on the temperature control characteristics of the 92 
conventional LHP and DCCLHP. It was found that the operating temperature increased as the 93 
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evaporator was elevated above the condenser. Long and Ochterbeck [16] experimentally 94 
studied the influence of the transient cyclic heat loads and orientations on the performance of a 95 
DCCLHP. They found that the startup temperature overshoot augmented with the increase of 96 
the tilt of evaporator and it had a similar performance under both constant heat load and cyclic 97 
heat load with the frequency being more than 0.1 Hz. Lin et al. [17] also designed a DCCLHP 98 
and confirmed the normal operating at any orientations. However, the operating performance 99 
was different under different orientation conditions. Bai et al. [18] experimentally studied the 100 
startup behavior for a DCCLHP with insufficient inventory and found that it could still start up 101 
at 5 W but the temperature overshoot sometimes was large. They considered that the different 102 
startup behaviors resulted from the variation of the liquid-vapor distribution and the heat leak 103 
from the evaporator to the CCs. In addition, they also investigated the temperature hysteresis, 104 
reverse flow and temperature oscillation. Lin et al. [19] carried out visual observations of the 105 
flow inside the DCCLHP and studied the start-up behavior, operating characteristics and 106 
instability. They presented detailed analyses to give insight into the operating mechanism based 107 
on the observations. Chang et al. [20] designed a DCCLHP with the visualization of CCs for 108 
the aircraft anti-icing system and carried out the experimental investigation on the thermal 109 
performance. They found that the DCCLHP could start up successfully with the heat loads 110 
from 10 W to 180 W. The angle of attack could affect the operating temperature significantly 111 
and cause temperature oscillations of the whole system.  112 
However, the on-board electronic devices always suffer from a variety of acceleration forces 113 
when the fighter aircraft maneuvers and combats. The effect of the acceleration forces will 114 
change the performance of the cooling devices. For instance, the LHP could not start up or 115 
reach a steady state because the liquid working fluid wasn’t able to sufficiently wet the 116 
capillary wick under such an acceleration field. Currently, there are only a few literatures 117 
which present the operating characteristics of the conventional LHP and DCCLHP. For the 118 
startup behavior and operation performance of a miniature aluminum-ammonia LHP in 119 
elevated acceleration environment, the impact of varying heat load, acceleration magnitude 120 
(from 0 g to 4.8 g) and direction was experimentally studied by Ku et al. [21, 22]. Their results 121 
depicted that the LHP could normally start up but temperature fluctuation happened under 122 
some acceleration conditions. Fleming et al. [23] experimentally investigated the effect of 123 
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different evaporator heat inputs (from 100 to 600 W) and radial accelerations (from 0 to 10 g) 124 
on the performance of a titanium-water LHP. It was found that dry-out conditions happened 125 
more readily at from 100 to 400 W and the reprime could be obtained after an acceleration 126 
event. The radial acceleration had little effect on the evaporative heat transfer coefficient and 127 
thermal resistance of the LHP. But the evaporator wall superheat was higher at steady state 128 
elevated accelerations comparing with 0 g. Yerkes et al. [24] carried out experimental studies 129 
on the transient operating characteristics of a titanium-water LHP under combined constant 130 
heat load and steady-periodic acceleration fields. Radial acceleration peak-to-peak values and 131 
frequency of the sine wave ranged from 0.5 g to 10 g and 0.01 Hz to 0.1 Hz, respectively. The 132 
heat load ranged from 300 W to 600 W. The results showed that the less detrimental influence 133 
there was on the LHP performance under the effect of higher acceleration frequencies and 134 
peak-to-peak amplitudes. Conversely, decreased acceleration frequency and increased 135 
peak-to-peak amplitude appear to have a greater detrimental impact on the LHP performance. 136 
Later on, the transient operating performance of a titanium-water LHP subjected to a 137 
phase-coupled evaporator heat input and acceleration field was discussed [25]. Both evaporator 138 
heat inputs (from 100 W to 700 W) and radial accelerations (from 3 g to 10 g) were generated 139 
as periodic sine wave at the frequency of 0.05 Hz. Their phase angles were set to 0o, 180o and 140 
270o. It was found that the phase angle and condenser temperature could affect the time of LHP 141 
operating failure. This was partially due to the natural frequency of the fluid motion inside the 142 
condenser, which was effected by the induced forces resulting from the driving frequency of 143 
the acceleration coupled to the frequency of the heat input. Xie et al. [26] conducted 144 
experimentally investigation on the operating performance of a DCCLHP under terrestrial 145 
gravity and elevated acceleration conditions. The effect of the acceleration could be regarded 146 
either as an additive heat load or as a cold load. The transition of the operation mode was the 147 
function of the acceleration direction, magnitude and heat load.  148 
To the best knowledge of the authors, there are no detailed data available in the open 149 
literatures on the effect of the acceleration forces on the operating characteristics of the 150 
DCCLHP. Hence, the objective of the present study is to provide a comprehensive 151 
experimental data exploring the transient operating performance of a DCCLHP subjected to 152 
variable heat loads and radial acceleration forces. In the current study, the evaporator heat load 153 
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and acceleration force are applied at the same time. Three different directional acceleration 154 
configurations at different acceleration magnitudes (up to 11g) are taken into account. 155 
2. Experimental apparatus 156 
In the current work, an experimental test rig that is used to investigate the transient operating 157 
performance of a DCCLHP subjected to acceleration forces was constructed at the Reliability 158 
and Environmental Engineering Laboratory at Beihang University, Beijing, China. 159 
2.1 Experimental setup 160 
The diagram of the experimental system is schematically shown in Fig. 1, which mainly 161 
consists of acceleration simulating and control subsystem, water cooling circulation subsystem, 162 
data acquisition and control subsystem as well as test section. The main components of the 163 
water cooling circulation subsystem include a gear pump, mass flow meter (DMF-1-2), 164 
thermostatic water tank, plate heat exchanger and cold plate. The thermostatic water tank kept 165 
the cooling water at 19 oC. The gear pump drove the cooling water circulating in the loop, 166 
which was regulated by a variable-frequency driver. Accurate flow measurement was 167 
accomplished by the mass flow meter based on Coriolis force with an accuracy of ±0.5%. The 168 
cooling water absorbed the heat inside the aluminum cold plate (type 6061) and then entered 169 
the plate heat exchanger, in which it was cooled to a low temperature. Then the cooled water 170 
recycled back to the thermostatic water tank.  171 
The data acquisition and control subsystem is mainly composed of a computer, data 172 
acquisition instrument (Agilent 34970A), resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) Pt100, 173 
electric resistance heater and precision DC power supply. The flexible polyimide film electric 174 
resistance heater was adhesively attached to the outer surface of the evaporator to apply the 175 
heat load. The range of 0-400 W can be adjusted by both altering the output voltage and current 176 
of the DC power supply (DH1716A-13) ranged from 0 to 250 V and from 0 to 5 A, respectively. 177 
The temperatures at all test points and the mass flow rate were recorded by the Agilent 34970A 178 
and saved in a remote computer located in the control room.  179 
In the acceleration simulating and control subsystem, the acceleration force was created by 180 
spinning clockwise of the rotary arm of the centrifuge, which was driven by an electric motor. 181 
When the centrifuge operated, the radial acceleration up to 11g could be generated at the end of 182 
the rotary arm. The continuous operation for no more than an hour was required because of 183 
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safety concerns. The acceleration controller could regulate the rotational velocity of the 184 
centrifuge with an accuracy of ±5% of the given value. The liquid collecting rings and the 185 
electric slip rings installed in the centrifuge axis well linked up the stationary and rotational 186 
parts of the cooling water tubes, signal wires and electric wires for heating, respectively. They 187 
kept the liquid flow and the electric current working properly. A photo of the centrifuge and the 188 
test section mounted on the rotary arm was shown in Fig. 2.  189 
In the current work, a stainless steel-ammonia DCCLHP with insufficient fluid inventory, 190 
which means the evaporator core could not be filled fully with liquid under all conditions, was 191 
manufactured in the China Academy of Space Technology. Fig. 3 illustrates a picture of the 192 
experimental DCCLHP and the detailed construction of the evaporator and the CCs. The 193 
outline size of the DCCLHP is 565 mm×469 mm×25 mm. A primary nickel wick with a pore 194 
radius of 1.5μm was housed in the evaporator envelope. In order to route the gas and vapor 195 
bubbles out of the evaporator core at any orientation, the bayonet was present and extended to 196 
the middle point of the evaporator core. The liquid and vapor transport lines as well as 197 
condenser line were all stainless steel smooth-walled tubes with an outer diameter of 3.0 mm. 198 
Table 1 shows a summary of the major design parameters of the experimental DCCLHP. The 199 
condenser line was welded to several cooling copper fins which were mounted on the top side 200 
of the cold plate with thermal conductive grease. All the components of the DCCLHP were 201 
wrapped with insulation materials and installed in a stainless steel enclosure, which was 202 
crammed with glass wool for thermal insulation.   203 
Non-uniform radial acceleration forces for the whole enclosure were induced when the test 204 
section assembly was mounted on the end of the rotary arm. In order to meet the requirement 205 
of GB/T 2423.15, the acceleration magnitude should range from 90% to 130% compared to the 206 
value at the center over the test section. This could be accomplished by changing the setting 207 
value of the rotating radius of the centrifuge.  208 
In the current work, sixteen RTDs were used to monitor the temperature profile in the 209 
experiment. Fig. 4 schematically presents the positions of the RTDs along the loop, which was 210 
placed horizontally on the rotary arm. RTD1 and RTD2 were attached on the top and bottom of 211 
the CC1 outer surface, respectively. RTD3, RTD4 and RTD5 were located on the evaporator. 212 
RTD 6 and RTD7 were attached on the top and bottom of the CC2 outer surface, respectively. 213 
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The cooling water temperatures at the inlet and outlet of the cold plate were measured by 214 
directly submersed RTD14 and RTD15, respectively. RTD16 was used to monitor the ambient 215 
temperature. 216 
2.2 Calibration and validation 217 
Prior to the formal experiment, calibrations of the RTDs were carried out over two 218 
temperature ranges on the basis of the estimated operating temperature. During the calibration, 219 
a constant-temperature bath was used to obtain the required temperature range. A standard 220 
platinum RTD with a resolution of ±0.01 oC was utilized to compare the temperatures from the 221 
sixteen RTDs. When the bath reached a steady state at a given temperature, sixteen readings 222 
were sampled and the bath temperature was changed. Both cooling water temperatures at the 223 
inlet and outlet of the cold plate, as well as ambient temperature were calibrated in the range of 224 
12 to 30 oC in 2 oC intervals. The other RTDs located on the loop were calibrated over the 225 
whole range of 12 to 60 oC in 2 oC intervals. In both estimated temperature ranges, temperature 226 
increment from the lowest to the highest value and decrement from the highest to the lowest 227 
value were conducted, respectively. The average reading at a given set-point temperature was 228 
determined based on the achieved two groups of data.  229 
The mass flow meter used in the cooling water loop was calibrated to calculate accurately 230 
the amount of dissipate heat from the DCCLHP. When the water in the thermostatic water tank 231 
reached a steady temperature of 20 oC, the flow in the cooling water loop was diverted to a 232 
measuring device by a three-way valve installed after the flow meter. As the time span got to a 233 
specified amount of time of 360 s, the voltage from the flow meter and the mass were recorded. 234 
The mass flow rates were in the range of m=10 kg/h to 50 kg/h in intervals of approximate 235 
10kg/h. Finally, the relationship between the output voltage and the mass flow rate can be 236 
achieved.  237 
In order to verify the validation of the experimental setup, the measurement of thermal 238 
conductivity of a pure copper bar with the diameter of 30 mm was conducted under terrestrial 239 
gravity conditions. Heat load was applied at the end of the copper bar by a circular electric 240 
resistance heater. A simple copper cold plate heat exchanger was manufactured and the other 241 
end of the bar can be embedded in a circular groove in the cold plate. The cooling water 242 
absorbed the heat transmitted from the bar. Two RTDs were located at the inlet and outlet of 243 
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the heat exchanger to monitor the change of cooling water. The other two RTDs at a distance of 244 
60 mm were attached to the outer surface of the bar to record its temperature. In the test, the 245 
cooling water in the tank was kept at 20 oC and ambient temperature was 20.1oC. The flow rate 246 
was 3.31kg/h. The whole test section was wrapped with insulation materials to minimum heat 247 
loss from the surface to the ambient.  248 
When a steady state reached, the thermal conductivity λ could be calculated by the Fourier’s 249 
law:  250 
λ=QcwL/AΔT                                 (1) 251 
where Qcw is the heat extracted to the cooling water, L is the distance between two RTDs 252 
locations on the bar, ΔT is the temperature difference between two RTDs located on the bar, A 253 
is the bar section area. 254 
Comparison with the known value from Yu [27] was made based on the obtained test data 255 
and the test relative error of the thermal conductance was 8.4%. 256 
3. Experimental procedure and uncertainty analysis 257 
The following presents the experimental procedure, heat loss calculation for experimental 258 
setup, test data process and uncertainty analysis.  259 
3.1 Experimental procedure 260 
Prior to each experiment, the test section enclosure was mounted horizontally at the proper 261 
location on the rotary arm according to the given acceleration direction. Three different 262 
directions of the acceleration, namely configuration A, B and C, were employed in the present 263 
work, as shown in Fig. 5. For the cases of configuration A and B, the axis of the evaporator and 264 
CCs was consistent with the direction of the radial acceleration. The liquid line was placed at 265 
the outer edge of the rotary arm for configuration A and at the inner edge for configuration B. 266 
For configuration C, the axis of the evaporator and CCs placed at the outer edge was 267 
perpendicular to the direction of the radial acceleration.  268 
Firstly, the data acquisition and control subsystem and water cooling circulation subsystem 269 
were turned on in turn. The cooling water started circulating flow until the whole system 270 
reached a steady state. Then the startup time of the centrifuge was set to 30 s which was the 271 
time required for the acceleration to reached a set value. Switch on the power supply for the 272 
heater while starting the centrifuge to applying the thermal load and acceleration force at the 273 
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same time. A series of experiments were firstly carried out in terrestrial gravity to achieve the 274 
basic operating behavior of the DCCLHP. Then the effect of different magnitudes and 275 
directions of the acceleration, as well as heat loads on transient operating performance was 276 
investigated.  277 
In the current study, six different heat loads (Qe=25 W, 80 W, 150 W, 200 W, 250 W, 300 W) 278 
and five radial acceleration magnitudes (ar=3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g, 11 g) were taken into account. It 279 
needs to be noted that the gravity is always present in all experiments. The continuous 280 
operating time of the centrifuge could not exceed 1 hour for safety. The cooling water 281 
temperature at the inlet of the cold plate was kept from 19.8 to 20.8 oC. The surroundings 282 
temperature of the centrifuge room was maintained from 25.6 to 27.5 oC by air conditioning. 283 
3.2 Heat loss calculation 284 
The total power, which was the product of the voltage and current output from the precision 285 
DC power supply, consisted mainly of the following three parts. The first part was the voltage 286 
drop power loss caused by the resistance of the wires themselves. The wire length was more 287 
than 15 m between the heater and the control room, which led to non-negligible voltage drop. 288 
The power loss could be achieved by multiplying the voltage drop and the current. The second 289 
was the heat loss. Because the surface temperatures of the evaporator, CCs and transport lines 290 
were larger than the surrounding temperature in general, thermal transport from these 291 
components to the surroundings contributed to the heat loss. The third part was the heat 292 
extracted to the cooling water, which was the primary heat input on the evaporator. Therefore, 293 
the heat loss Qloss could be calculated approximately by the following expressions.  294 
Qe=UI-Qvd                                     (2) 295 
Qloss=Qe-mc(Tout-Tin)                             (3) 296 
Where U and I are the voltage and current output from power supply, respectively, Qvd is the 297 
voltage drop power loss, m is the mass flow rate of the cooling water, c is the specific heat 298 
capacity, Tin is the inlet temperature of the cold plate, Tout is the outlet temperature of the cold 299 
plate.  300 
In all experiments, the maximum value Qloss/Qe was not more than 16.7%. 301 
3.3 Uncertainty analysis 302 
The uncertainty of the physical quantity R, which was a function of the measured variables 303 
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x1, x2, . . . xi, could be calculated by the following expression [28]. 304 
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where δxi denotes the uncertainty of the ith measured variable. 306 
In the present work, the thermal conductance of the DCCLHP was determined by the 307 
evaporator temperature and the cold plate temperature: 308 
G=Qe/(Te-Tcp)                                (5) 309 
where G is the thermal conductance, Te is the evaporator temperature, Tcp is the average 310 
temperature of the cold plate, which can be calculated by Eq. (6): 311 
Tcp=0.5(Tout+Tin)                              (6) 312 
As taking into account the effect of the RTDs, electric wire, slip rings, junction terminal and 313 
data loggers, the accuracies of the temperature measurements were approximately ±0.5 oC. The 314 
maximum uncertainty of the temperature was 2.6%. The maximum uncertainty of the voltage 315 
and current was 4.6% and 2.9%, respectively. As a result, the maximum uncertainty of the heat 316 
load was 5.4%. According to Eq. (5) and (6), the maximum uncertainty of the thermal 317 
conductance was approximately10.5%. 318 
4. Results and discussion 319 
The following sections will address both the startup and operating characteristics of the 320 
DCCLHP as it was subjected to different acceleration directions, acceleration magnitudes and 321 
heat loads on the evaporator based on a series of experiments.  322 
4.1 Effect of the acceleration directions 323 
Fig. 6 illustrates the loop temperature profiles at 5 g and 25 W for configuration A, B and C. 324 
Fig. 7 schematically shows the estimated vapor-liquid distributions in the loop subjected to the 325 
acceleration force for the three configurations. During the experiment, the whole procedure 326 
could be divided into three phases: the terrestrial steady phase, the acceleration phase and the 327 
unloading phase. In the terrestrial steady phase, the DCCLHP is operated at a steady state with 328 
the effect of the cooling water. The acceleration force and the heat load are applied during the 329 
acceleration phase, whereas the acceleration force is removed in the unloading phase.  330 
As can be seen clearly in Fig. 6, the temperature profiles of the loop under configuration A, 331 
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B and C show quite different behaviors. For the case of configuration A, the temperature varies 332 
slowly within the first 250 s, whereas a temperature peak value occurs at approximate 200 s for 333 
both configurations B and C. In Fig. 6(a), it is at 169 s that both acceleration force and heat 334 
load are applied simultaneously. The temperature of the evaporator and CC1 (RTD1 and RTD2) 335 
rises immediately when the heat load is applied to the evaporator. The RTD8 temperature at the 336 
outlet of the vapor line also steeply increases from 22.2 oC to 24.4 oC nearly at the same time. 337 
It could be explained by the fact that the evaporation occurred and the vapor existed in the 338 
evaporator grooves at the very beginning. Compared to the temperature rise of RTD4 and 339 
RTD8, the temperature for both the condenser (RTD9 and RTD10) and the liquid line inlet 340 
(RTD11) decreases approximately 1 oC. Especially for the liquid line, the temperatures of 341 
RTD12 and RTD13 show a very steep drop at 173 s. This indicates that the subcooling liquid 342 
from the condenser reaches the outlet of the vapor line and the positive fluid circulation starts. 343 
Therefore, the startup is deemed a success and the startup time is approximately 4 s.  344 
When the acceleration force is applied, the vapor-liquid distribution is changed due to the 345 
force effect, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The liquid of the working fluid in the CC1 and evaporator 346 
core will be pushed into the CC2. As a result, the level of the liquid in the CC1 reduces to the 347 
evaporator core, but the level in the CC2 rise above it. This distribution will result in the 348 
increase of the heat leak from the evaporator to the CC1 and decrease to the CC2. Therefore, 349 
the CC1 temperature increases obviously. The CC2 temperature starts to drop until 199 s due to 350 
the returning liquid cooling. Under the effect of the acceleration force during the initial period, 351 
the liquid with lower temperature in the condenser flows through the right bends of U-shaped 352 
coils and easily enters the liquid line and goes back to the evaporator. Consequently, the 353 
temperature from RTD9 to RTD13 drops. With the increase of the condensation temperature in 354 
the condenser, the temperature from RTD9 to RTD13 rises in turn. As an equilibrium state of 355 
the loop reaches finally, the temperature of the evaporator, CC1 and CC2 are 25.2 oC, 24.8 oC 356 
and 21.7 oC, respectively. 357 
In the unloading phase, the gravity will make the liquid in the CCs and evaporator core to be 358 
in the same level again. It is noted that the heat leak from the evaporator to CC2 increases. 359 
Therefore, the CC2 temperature shows a steep rise with the increase of the evaporator 360 
temperature. In the current work, the operating performance after unloading the acceleration 361 
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force will not be discussed here in detail.  362 
For the case of configuration B, as demonstrated in Fig. 6(b), the evaporator temperature 363 
shows a steep rise as the heat load is supplied at 63 s. The RTD8 temperature increases 364 
approximately 0.4 oC. In the meantime, the temperature of RTD9, RTD10 and RTD11 changes 365 
slightly. Nevertheless, the RTD12 and RTD13 temperature shows no obvious changes. The 366 
reason could be that the fluid flow in the external loop is driven by the acceleration force. Since 367 
the radial acceleration force is small and the tangential acceleration force will dominate during 368 
the initial period, the liquid with lower temperature in the coils of the condenser is driven to 369 
pass through the right U-shaped bends and then enters the liquid line.  370 
However, it is almost at 69 s that the RTD8 temperature begins to decrease rapidly and the 371 
RTD13 temperature increase remarkably, as well as both RTD9 and RTD10 temperatures 372 
decrease sharply. It is noted that the RTD11 temperature increases dramatically starting from 373 
71 s. The RTD12 temperature shows a steep rise until 83 s. The reason could be attributed to 374 
the contribution of the following coupled with Fig. 7(b). When the radial acceleration force 375 
dominates, both the vapor phase and liquid phase are redistributed in the loop due to the effect 376 
of the acceleration force. Moreover, it is likely that the evaporation occurred in the evaporator 377 
core. The liquid will be pushed from the CC2 and evaporator core into CC1 and the vapor 378 
floats into the CC2, even reversely get into the liquid line via the bayonet. As a result, the heat 379 
leak from the evaporator to the CC2 increases but decreases to the CC1. There is a slight rise 380 
for both RTD1 and RTD2 temperature and a sharp rise for both RTD6 and RTD7 temperature 381 
with almost the same value. The reverse of the vapor in the liquid line results in the increase of 382 
the RTD12 and RTD11 temperatures. The liquid from the condenser entering the vapor line 383 
leads to the drop of the RTD8 temperature.  384 
It is found that at 139 s the RTD8 temperature shows a very steep rise from 21.0 oC to 30.3 385 
oC. This demonstrates that the evaporation occurs in the evaporator grooves and the vapor 386 
arrives at the outlet of the vapor line. The RTD11 temperature decreases rapidly at the same 387 
time. Then the RTD 12 temperature drops dramatically after 141 s while the RTD13 388 
temperature drops after 143 s. At this moment, the circulation flow forms and the DCCLHP 389 
starts up. After the evaporator temperature researches the highest of 31.7 oC at 183 s, the 390 
temperatures of the evaporator, CC2 and vapor line decrease to a constant value gradually. It is 391 
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believed that the entire loop reaches an equilibrium sate at 2400 s. The temperatures of the 392 
evaporator, CC1 and CC2 at the steady state are 25.5 oC, 25.3 oC and 24.6 oC, respectively. In 393 
the unloading phase since 2800 s, the evaporator temperature drops slightly and then increases.  394 
In addition, the RTD9 temperature increase suddenly and begin to oscillate at 1125 s. The 395 
RTD13 temperature also oscillates simultaneously but the temperatures of the RTD10, RTD11 396 
and RTD12 show no oscillation. Furthermore, this oscillation sustains approximately 650 s and 397 
disappears. This phenomenon may not be explained clearly now but will be further studied in 398 
the future work.  399 
According to the temperature profiles shown in Fig. 6(c), it is recognized that the 400 
temperatures of the evaporator and CCs increase as the heat load is applied at 85 s. But the 401 
temperatures of the condenser and transport lines show no apparent variations before 95 s. It is 402 
at 95 s that the RTD11 and RTD13 temperatures increase significantly. It could be the reason 403 
that the tangential acceleration force changes the vapor-liquid distributions in the loop during 404 
the initial period of the centrifuge rotating. A partial of liquid is pushed into the CC1 from the 405 
CC2 and evaporator core, where the vapor-liquid distribution is illustrated in Fig. 7(c). It could 406 
be explained by the fact that there exists bubbles in the evaporator core or the vapor occurs 407 
inside of the wick and the evaporation happens in the evaporator core prior to the vapor 408 
grooves. The vapor through the bayonet flows into the liquid line. As a result, the RTD13 409 
temperature increases rapidly. In the condenser, the liquid could gather in the left U-shaped 410 
bends due to the effect of the tangential acceleration force. And there is no massive fluid flow 411 
into or out of the condenser. Therefore, the temperatures of the RTD8, RTD9, RTD10 and 412 
RTD11 show no obvious changes. However, the RTD8 temperature begins to drop at 101 s. It 413 
is indicated that the liquid reversely flows into the vapor line from the condenser. It is worth to 414 
note that the RTD12 temperature shows a very small change before 165 s as the RTD11 and 415 
RTD13 temperature increases significantly. The reason could be that the annular flow is formed 416 
in the liquid line due to the effect of the radial acceleration force. A thin liquid layer prevents 417 
the wall temperature from increasing until it completely evaporates to the vapor.  418 
At 167 s, the RTD8 temperature reaches the minimum value of 22.1 oC and the RTD11 419 
temperature gets to the maximum value of 24.8 oC. Afterwards, the RTD8 temperature 420 
increases quickly and the RTD11 temperature drops. This shows that the vapor via the vapor 421 
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line enters the condenser and then flows into the liquid line. It is at 171 s that the peak 422 
temperatures of the RTD4 and RTD13 reach 31.0 oC and 30.0 oC, respectively. According to the 423 
variation of the external loop temperatures, the DCCLHP starts up after 82 s since the heat load 424 
is applied.  425 
After 171 s, the temperatures of the evaporator, vapor line and CCs drop gradually. But the 426 
condenser temperature increases slowly and then drops. The liquid line temperature decreases 427 
rapidly to a constant and then increases quickly. When the time is 791 s, the DCCLHP reaches 428 
a thermal equilibrium state and the final operating temperature is 23.6 oC. It is obviously 429 
different with the cases of configuration A and B that the whole loop temperatures ranges from 430 
22.8 oC to 23.6 oC, which are higher than the sink temperature but lower than the ambient 431 
temperature. The above phenomenon can be explained as the following. Under configuration C, 432 
the effect of the acceleration force is similar to the gravity-assisted effect. After the DCCLHP 433 
starts up, the capillary pressure difference across the wick exceeds the total loop pressure drop 434 
since the effect of the acceleration force promotes the subcooling liquid returning to the 435 
evaporator. Therefore, the capillary pressure difference decreases and the relevant temperature 436 
difference also decreases in order to balance the total loop pressure drop. This reduces the heat 437 
leak, which causes the decrease of the operating temperature. Moreover, the loop pressure 438 
equilibrium does not reach if the capillary pressure difference reduces to 0 Pa. The acceleration 439 
force will drive the working fluid circulating in the loop. Consequently, a two-phase flow 440 
occurs in the vapor line and both the vapor and the liquid are saturated. It could be confirmed 441 
that the RTD8, RTD9 and RTD10 temperatures are almost equal. In addition, it is likely that 442 
the actual liquid evaporation area is reduced by the effect of the acceleration force under this 443 
configuration. This could also lead to the decrease of the evaporation temperature. In the 444 
unloading phase after 2217 s, the temperatures of the evaporator and CCs increase slightly and 445 
the RTD12 and RTD13 temperatures increase gently and then drop. The RTD10 and RTD11 446 
temperatures decrease moderately.  447 
Fig. 8 presents the loop temperature profiles at 250 W and 5 g under configuration A, B and 448 
C. Partial enlarged drawings are also shown in order to see clearly the temperature variations. 449 
According to the graphs shown in Fig. 8, it could be found that the RTD4 and RTD8 450 
temperatures increase immediately as the heat load is applied for three different configurations. 451 
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This indicates that the evaporation occurs in the vapor grooves and the vapor enters the 452 
condenser. The RTD11 and RTD13 temperatures drop almost at the same time. It is believed 453 
that the DCCLHP starts up under configuration A, B and C. However, the loop is not able to 454 
reach a steady state under configuration A during the period of the centrifuge operating. The 455 
temperature oscillations occur under configuration B and a thermal equilibrium state reaches 456 
under configuration C. 457 
For the case of configuration A shown in Fig. 8(a), when the heat load and acceleration force 458 
is applied at 57 s, the positive circulation of the working fluid starts rapidly in the loop on the 459 
basis of the loop temperature changes. The liquid in the condenser is driven into the liquid line, 460 
resulting in the temperatures of RTD11, RTD12 and RTD13 drops. The RTD9 and RTD10 461 
temperatures near the RTD8 temperature shows that the condensing area of the condenser 462 
enlarges and the subcooling of the liquid decreases. As a result, the RTD11 and RTD13 463 
temperatures increase sharply after 71 s and 79 s, respectively. The condenser is completely 464 
opened until the RTD11 temperature is nearly equal to the RTD10 temperature. Therefore, the 465 
vapor front advanced to the outlet of the condenser, displacing the equal volume liquid toward 466 
the CCs. The effect of the acceleration force changes the vapor-liquid distribution in the CCs, 467 
which is similar to the results that shown in Fig. 7(a) but more liquid in the CC1. The heat leak 468 
reduces from the evaporator to the CC2. Simultaneously, owing to the convection and cold 469 
bayonet inside the CC2, the CC2 temperature is less than that in CC1.  470 
However, it is at 355 s that the temperatures of RTD11, RTD12 and RTD13 begin to 471 
decrease. This shows that the subcooling of the returning liquid increases. The RTD6 and 472 
RTD7 temperatures reduce due to the cooling effect of the returning liquid. The vapor-liquid 473 
interface moves back to a certain position before RTD10 point in the condenser. When the time 474 
is at 1703 s, the RTD10 temperature drops suddenly. It shows that the vapor-liquid interface 475 
moves back to a certain position between RTD9 and RTD10 point. The condenser is not fully 476 
used. Finally, the DCCLHP fails to reach a steady state and the maximum temperature of the 477 
evaporator is 40.6 oC.  478 
In the unloading phase after 2815 s, the change of the vapor-liquid distribution results in the 479 
heat leak increasing from the evaporator to CC2 as the acceleration force is out of action. The 480 
CC2 temperature increases steeply. The temperatures of the evaporator, CC1 and vapor line 481 
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drop slightly and then increase slowly. But the liquid line temperatures changes a little. 482 
Under configuration B, when the acceleration force and heat load are applied at 61 s, the 483 
RTD8 temperature increases immediately and the RTD11 temperature drops, as shown in Fig. 484 
8(b). This indicates that the vapor occurs and enters the condenser, as well as the subcooling 485 
liquid from the condenser flows into the liquid line. It is at 67 s and 71s that the RTD11 and 486 
RTD13 temperatures begin to increase sharply, respectively. With the aid of the CC1 and CC2 487 
temperatures, it is believed that the CC1 is almost full of the cooling liquid and the CC2 is 488 
filled with a large amount of vapor under the effect of the acceleration force. Therefore, the 489 
heat leak from the evaporator to CC1 is small whereas to CC2 is large. The RTD1 and RTD2 490 
temperatures show a slight rise but the RTD6 and RTD7 temperatures increase rapidly.  491 
With the input of the heat load, the loop temperatures except for CC1 begin to oscillate at a 492 
certain time after 110 s and the amplitude become larger and larger gradually. It is difficult to 493 
determine which component first starts to oscillate. Perhaps both CC2 and condenser show 494 
oscillation simultaneously. It is on the liquid line that the amplitude of the periodic temperature 495 
oscillation suddenly become larger after approximate 380 s and is larger than that of the other 496 
components. Moreover, the amplitudes of RTD11, RTD12 and RTD13 enlarge in turn. 497 
According to the periodic temperature oscillation, a persistent forward and reverse liquid flow 498 
in the liquid line does alternate as evidenced by the temperatures of the liquid line inlet 499 
(RTD11) and outlet (RTD13). The RTD11 and RTD13 temperatures oscillate between 25.7 oC 500 
and 30.2 oC, as well as 25.6 oC and 31.4 oC, respectively. The RTD11 and RTD13 temperatures 501 
oscillation has a nearly same period of 144 s. However, it is clearly seen that the RTD13 502 
temperature oscillation pattern is not symmetric. It takes around 94 s to drop from the peak 503 
temperature to the valley, and 50 s to rise from the valley temperature to the peak. The 504 
oscillating temperature shows a similar change for the CC2, evaporator and condenser. Finally, 505 
a quasi-stable state is established where the peak and valley for the evaporator and CC2 506 
temperatures are 35.4 oC and 34.4 oC, as well as 33.3 oC and 32.3 oC, respectively. Their 507 
temperature oscillation periods are both around 120 s. After the acceleration force is unloaded 508 
at 2020 s, the evaporator and CCs temperatures rise sharply but the liquid line temperature 509 
drops.  510 
The underlying physical mechanism during the temperature oscillations and the interactions 511 
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among the DCCLHP various components could be explained as the following. When the 512 
RTD11 temperature begins to drop from the peak, the vapor front would go back to the 513 
condenser and recede gradually. Since additional liquid from the CCs via the bayonet is used to 514 
replenish the space left by the vapor recession, the liquid flow in the liquid line would reverse. 515 
Under this situation, the reverse liquid flows in the liquid line and the forward vapor flows in 516 
the vapor line, both are existed simultaneously. As the liquid recedes inside the condenser, the 517 
acceleration pressure head would increase. In order to balance the loop pressure, the capillary 518 
pressure difference increases which requires the CC2 temperature to rise. The loop pressure is 519 
balanced as the CC2 temperature reaches its peak value. In the meantime, the evaporator 520 
temperature also increases and reaches its peak value. Consequently, the vapor front stops 521 
receding and starts to advance. At the same time, the liquid length inside the condenser reaches 522 
its maximum as well. When the front goes forward and arrives at some point in the condenser, 523 
the RTD11 temperature falls to its valley value. As soon as the front advances, the acceleration 524 
pressure head decreased. The relevant capillary pressure difference decreases to balance the 525 
loop pressure. As a result, the CC2 temperature drops and the evaporator temperature drops 526 
following the CC2. As the front advances, the subcooling of the liquid from the condenser 527 
reduces. This results in the RTD11 temperature increases. It would reach the peak value until a 528 
certain time after the vapor-liquid front rushed out of the condenser. The front rushing out 529 
could be due to the insufficient inventory of the working fluid and the flow inertia effect as 530 
well. When the subcooling of the returning liquid could not balance the heat leak, the CC2 531 
temperature stops falling and starts to rise. This starts the next cycle of the loop rise and fall 532 
above.  533 
However, it is very difficult to completely explain the fluid flow and temperature oscillations. 534 
It could be the reason of the complexity and instability of the two-phase flow and heat transfer, 535 
impacted by many coupled factors such as the acceleration force, degree of subcooling, heat 536 
load and mass flow rate. It is also related to the adaptation of the CCs volume and the fluid 537 
inventory. Temperature oscillation is undesirable because of the deleterious effects on the 538 
precise temperature control in practical application. Therefore, it is extremely essential that the 539 
oscillation mechanism is further investigated.  540 
As can be clearly seen from Fig. 8(c), the RTD8 temperature increases immediately as soon 541 
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as the head load is applied at 141 s under configuration C. The vapor reaches the outlet of the 542 
vapor line. As opposed to the RTD8, the temperatures of the condenser and liquid line drop and 543 
then increase rapidly. It is at 149 s and 153 s that the temperatures of RTD11 and RTD13 544 
increase, respectively. Because the vapor-liquid distributions in the CCs and evaporator core 545 
caused by the acceleration force is similar to that under the terrestrial gravity, both CC1 and 546 
CC2 temperatures increase. This distribution is different with that under configuration A and B. 547 
After 207 s, the RTD11, RTD12 and RTD13 temperatures show a momentary oscillation and 548 
then decrease to a constant value. In the condenser, the RTD9 and RTD10 temperatures near 549 
the RTD6 temperature are much higher than the RTD11 temperature. This means that the 550 
vapor-liquid interface locates at some point in the condenser, and the condenser is not fully 551 
used. It is believed that the DCCLHP reaches a steady state at 2000 s. At the steady state, the 552 
evaporator temperature is approximate 36.9 oC. The RTD6 and RTD7 temperatures are 35.5 oC 553 
and 34.9 oC, respectively. Both RTD1 and RTD2 temperatures are close to 35.2 oC. After the 554 
centrifuge stops at 2770 s, the evaporator temperature reaches 37.5 oC at a steady state. The 555 
RTD6 and RTD7 temperatures are 35.5 oC and 30.3 oC, respectively. The RTD1 and RTD2 556 
temperatures are close to 35.6 oC. 557 
Compared the profiles shown in Fig. 6 with those in Fig. 8, it can be found that the startup 558 
behavior of the DCCLHP is susceptible to the direction of the acceleration force at a small heat 559 
load of 25 W. The evaporation inside the core and the reverse flow in the external loop could 560 
happen under configuration B and C. At a larger heat load of 250 W, the DCCLHP is able to 561 
start up quickly under different configurations. But whether the DCCLHP can reach a steady 562 
state is dependent on the acceleration direction. Moreover, the periodic temperature oscillation 563 
and reverse liquid flow occurs under configuration B.  564 
Fig. 9 depicts the operating temperature and thermal conductance at different heat loads 565 
under three different configurations and terrestrial gravity as the acceleration magnitude is 5 g. 566 
Note that the evaporator temperature ascends continuously and the loop fails to reach a steady 567 
state during the given time for these cases of 25 W, 80 W and 150 W in terrestrial gravity as 568 
well as 150 W, 200 W and 250 W at 5 g under configuration A. The maximum value of the 569 
evaporator temperature is used instead of the steady operating temperature for the comparison. 570 
As can be seen in Fig. 9(a), quite different behavior on the operating temperature is shown 571 
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under different configurations and terrestrial gravity as the heat load is less than 200 W, but had 572 
a small difference at a larger heat load of 300 W. The operating temperatures are 45.7 oC, 40.0 573 
oC and 38.5 oC under terrestrial gravity when the heat load is 200 W, 250 W and 300 W, 574 
respectively. The operating temperatures at 300 W under configuration A, B and C are 37.6 oC, 575 
38.4 oC and 39.0 oC, respectively. Under terrestrial conditions, the DCCLHP has a higher 576 
operating temperature than that under acceleration conditions. When the heat load ranged from 577 
150 W t0 300 W, there is a small difference of the operating temperature at a fixed heat load 578 
between under terrestrial gravity and under configuration A.  579 
For configuration A at 5 g, the steady state reaches for the cases of 25 W, 80 W and 300 W 580 
and the operating temperatures are 25.2 oC, 38.6 oC and 37.6 oC, respectively. But it cannot 581 
reach in the given time as heat loads are 150 W, 200 W and 250 W. Compared with the cases in 582 
terrestrial gravity, the effect of the acceleration force promotes the DCCLHP operating under a 583 
small heat load. However, the reverse effect occurs at a moderate heat load. For the cases of 584 
configuration B and C at 5 g, the DCCLHP can reach a steady state and has a lower operating 585 
temperature. When the heat load is no more than 150 W, the operating temperature under 586 
configuration B is larger than that under configuration C. However, the opposite happens as the 587 
heat load is no less than 200 W. 588 
In Fig. 9(b), it is seen that the thermal conductance at 5 g generally shows a trend of increase 589 
with the increase of the heat load under acceleration and terrestrial conditions. For the thermal 590 
conductance at a fixed heat load, there is a relatively large difference among various 591 
configurations and terrestrial as the heat load does not exceed 200 W, whereas a small value as 592 
the heat load is not less than 250 W. When the heat load exceeds 150 W, there is nearly the 593 
same thermal conductance at a fixed heat load under between terrestrial gravity and 594 
configuration A.  595 
In terrestrial gravity, the condenser is not fully opened as heat load is less than 300 W. The 596 
DCCLHP operates at variable conductance mode (VCM). For configuration A, it operates at 597 
VCM at both 25 W and 80 W and at constant conductance mode (CCM) at 300 W. For 598 
configuration B, the heat loads at VCM and CCM range from 25 W to 150 W and from 200 W 599 
to 300 W, respectively. For configuration C, the thermal conductance ranges from 14.7 W/K to 600 
21.4 W/K. It is only at 300 W that the loop operates at CCM since the condenser is fully used.   601 
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To sum up, the effect of the acceleration force changes the startup behavior and operating 602 
mode of the DCCLHP. The impact of the acceleration direction on the operating temperature is 603 
significant at small heat load (≤150 W) but is weak at large heat load. The effect of the 604 
acceleration direction changes the heat load range of VCM or CCM. 605 
4.2 Effect of the acceleration magnitude 606 
Fig. 10 shows the temperature profiles of the loop at 80 W under terrestrial gravity and under 607 
configuration A at 5 g. As can be seen from the figure, the loop temperature shows a gradual 608 
increase to its maximum value following a near steady value in terrestrial gravity. But it slowly 609 
goes up to a constant value under configuration A. Under both conditions, there is an obvious 610 
difference for the RTD6 and RTD7 temperatures of the CC2. 611 
In Fig. 10(a), once the heat load is applied at 41 s, the RTD4 temperature augments from 612 
24.3 oC to 25.2 oC. Almost at the same time, the RTD8 temperature ascends from 22.5 oC to 613 
24.5 oC, which is a consequence of the vapor arrives at the outlet of the vapor line. It shows 614 
that the positive circulation flow is established coupled with the drop of the temperatures from 615 
RTD9 to RTD13 and the DCCLHP starts up. Because there is the same level of the liquid in the 616 
CCs and core, which determines their thermal link under terrestrial conditions, the RTD1 and 617 
RTD6 temperatures increase much faster than that of the RTD2 and RTD7 temperatures. From 618 
90 s to 341 s, the temperatures of the evaporator, vapor line and CC1 remain almost unchanged. 619 
The RTD10 temperature gradually increases to 24.0 oC until 245 s. It reveals that the vapor 620 
length inside the condenser increases. It is at 369 s that the RTD10 temperature drops again, 621 
which indicates the vapor-liquid interface recedes inside the condenser. As a result, the reverse 622 
liquid flow in the liquid line occurs and the additional liquid from the CCs is fed to fill the 623 
space in the condenser left by the recession. Therefore, the RTD13 temperature rises and then 624 
drops until the positive flow starts.  625 
After 343 s, the RTD1 and RTD4 temperatures augment again. It is at 403 s that the RTD9 626 
temperature begins to descend, which shows the vapor-liquid interface recedes to a certain 627 
point before RTD9 point in the condenser. The condenser is not fully opened. The RTD6 and 628 
RTD7 temperatures are lower than that of the RTD1 and RTD2 due to the cooling effect of the 629 
returning liquid. Because the evaporator temperature gets to 50.8 oC at 893 s, the heat load is 630 
removed when taking the safety into consideration. Then the temperatures of the evaporator 631 
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and the CC1 decreases gradually but the RDT13 temperature increases rapidly. 632 
For the case of configuration A, as presented in Fig. 10(b), the startup behavior is similar to 633 
the case of terrestrial gravity, as shown in Fig. 10(a) during the initial approximate 20 s when 634 
switching on the acceleration force at 79 s. Under this condition, the vapor-liquid distribution is 635 
similar to the case as shown in Fig. 7(a). Thereby, the heat leak declines from the evaporator to 636 
the CC2. In the meantime, the returning liquid with some degree of subcooling cools the fluid 637 
in the CC2. Consequently, the RTD6 and RTD7 temperatures do not ascend.  638 
It is at 929 s that the RTD9 temperature begins to descend quickly. It shows that the vapor 639 
front recedes to some point before the RTD9 point in the condenser and the condenser is not 640 
completely used. During the period from 1705 s to 2849 s, the loop remains a thermal 641 
equilibrium state. The evaporator temperature is 38.6 oC and the CC1 and CC2 temperatures 642 
are 38.0 oC and 23.2 oC, respectively. However, it should be noted that the evaporator and the 643 
CC1 temperatures shows a rapid rise as soon as the acceleration force is unloaded at 2489 s.  644 
The loop partial temperature evolutions at 300 W with four different accelerations of 3 g, 5 g, 645 
7 g and 9 g under configuration B are shown in Fig. 11. Because there are similar startup 646 
behaviors for all acceleration magnitudes, only the partial enlarged drawing at 3 g during the 647 
initial period is shown for the purpose of briefness. For the case of 3 g, as the heat load is 648 
applied at 51 s, the RTD4 and RTD8 temperatures rapidly ascend. This indicates that the vapor 649 
is generated and gets to the outlet of the vapor line at larger heat load of 300 W. According to 650 
the drop of the RTD10, RTD11 and RTD13 temperatures, it is believed that the DCCLHP starts 651 
up.  652 
As can be clearly seen from the figure, there are temperature oscillations in the loop for all 653 
acceleration magnitudes. The amplitudes of the evaporator, CC2, condenser and vapor line are 654 
smaller than that of the liquid line under each acceleration magnitude. As the acceleration 655 
magnitude is 3 g, the amplitude and period are the largest. There are small differences of the 656 
period and amplitude under 5 g, 7 g and 9 g conditions. Under all acceleration magnitudes, the 657 
loop reaches a quasi-steady state finally. The valley and peak values of the evaporator 658 
temperature at 3 g, 5 g, 7 g and 9 g are 36.9 oC and 37.6 oC, 38.0 oC and 38.4 oC, 37.5 oC and 659 
38.0 oC, as well as 38.1 oC and 38.5 oC, respectively. The relevant periods are 28 s, 18 s, 18 s 660 
and 20 s, respectively.  661 
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Fig. 12 shows the operating temperature and thermal conductance at 150 W, 250 W and 300 662 
W under five different accelerations of 0 g, 3 g, 5 g, 7 g and 9 g for configuration B. The 663 
maximum temperature is used at 150 W under terrestrial gravity since the loop fails to reach a 664 
steady state. The peak value of the evaporator temperature is utilized as the temperature 665 
oscillates at 250 W and 300 W under all acceleration magnitudes conditions.  666 
It is found from Fig. 12(a) that the operating temperature is not susceptible to the 667 
acceleration magnitude under configuration B as the heat load is large. Corresponding to the 668 
case of terrestrial gravity, the effect of the acceleration force significantly reduces the operating 669 
temperature, especially at 150 W. The overall trend of the operating temperature appears 670 
enlargement with the increase of heat load under acceleration conditions. As the heat load is 671 
150 W, the evaporator temperatures are 55.8 oC, 35.4 oC and 35.9 oC at 0g, 3g and 5g, 672 
respectively. 673 
As can be seen in Fig. 12(b), the thermal conductance at 250 W and 300 W is obviously 674 
larger than that at 150 W under acceleration conditions. There is nearly the same value at 250 675 
W and 300 W for a fixed acceleration magnitude. When the heat loads are 250 W and 300 W, 676 
the thermal conductance ranges from 21.4 W/K to 22.9 W/K under acceleration conditions. In 677 
addition, compared with the values at gravity terrestrial, the thermal conductance is larger 678 
under acceleration conditions. 679 
Fig. 13 presents the partial temperature evolutions of the loop at 80 W and five different 680 
accelerations of 3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g and 11 g under configuration C. As is shown in Fig. 13, there 681 
is a peak for the RTD4 curve under all acceleration magnitudes. The RTD4 temperature at 3 g 682 
is much larger than that at the other acceleration magnitudes. Temperature oscillations occur at 683 
7 g and 9 g. The transient operating performance differs from each other and does not show an 684 
obvious regularity under different acceleration magnitudes.  685 
For the case of 3 g, when the acceleration force and heat load are applied at 53 s, the RTD4 686 
temperature ascends immediately and RTD8 temperature also goes up steeply. This confirms 687 
that the vapor from the grooves gets to the outlet of the vapor line. The quick successive drop 688 
of the RTD10, RTD11 and RTD13 temperature in further indicates the positive circulation flow 689 
starts and the DCCLHP starts up. For the cases from 5 g to 11 g, startup processes are similar 690 
to the case of 3 g. There is a small peak for the RTD4 temperature profile during the period 691 
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from 140 s to 170 s. Then the temperatures of RTD4, RTD1 and RTD6 gradually increase. 692 
Finally, it takes approximate 1100 s to reach the steady state. Because of the vapor-liquid 693 
distribution in the CCs is similar to that shown in Fig. 7(c), the heat leaks are almost equal 694 
from the evaporator to CC1 and CC2. Therefore, the RTD1 and RTD6 temperatures are nearly 695 
the same. It is believed that the condenser is not fully opened according to the RTD10 and 696 
RTD11 temperatures.  697 
For the case of 5 g, after the DCCLHP starts up, there is a large peak for the RTD1, RTD4, 698 
RTD6 and RTD8 curves. It takes approximate 800 s for the loop to reach a thermal equilibrium 699 
state (the profiles do not be shown in Fig. 13). The final operating temperature is 26.7 oC. It is 700 
obviously different with the cases of 3 g that the whole loop temperatures ranges from 25.3 oC 701 
to 26.0 oC except for the evaporator temperature. It could be inferred that there is two-phase 702 
flow in the vapor line. Furthermore, the fluid in the entire condenser could be interpreted as 703 
two-phase flow. In addition, for the case of 11 g, the loop temperature distribution is similar to 704 
the case of 3 g, which ranges from 25.7 oC to 26.4 oC except from the evaporator temperature 705 
with 27.0 oC.  706 
Under conditions of 7 g, only the RTD4 and RTD10 temperature has a slight oscillation in 707 
the loop. It takes approximate 1400 s to reach the steady state. At the steady state, the RTD10 708 
temperature is 2.6 oC lower than the RTD9 temperature whereas is 1.7 oC higher than the 709 
RTD11 temperature. This indicates that the condenser is not completely opened. Compared 710 
with the case of 7 g, the temperature oscillation of the whole loop shows more obviously at 9 g. 711 
It takes approximate 136 s when the temperature oscillation starts after switching on the heat 712 
load. Finally, a quasi-steady state is reached at around 1600 s and the evaporator temperature is 713 
around 27.4 oC. Because the RTD11 temperature is much lower than that of the RTD9 and 714 
RTD10, it means that the subcooled liquid exists in the condenser and the condenser is 715 
completely used.  716 
Fig. 14 depicts the operating temperature and thermal conductance at 80 W and 200 W under 717 
acceleration conditions for configuration C. As is shown in Fig. 14(a), it is found that the effect 718 
of the acceleration magnitude has a significant impact on the operating temperature under 719 
configuration C. As the acceleration is large, the operating temperature change shows a trend of 720 
decline with the increase of the acceleration magnitude. The operating temperature at large heat 721 
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load is higher than that at small heat load under acceleration conditions. Moreover, the effect of 722 
the acceleration force on the loop temperature becomes weak when the acceleration magnitude 723 
exceeds 5 g at 80 W. The operating temperatures are 32.2 oC, 26.7 oC, 28.4 oC, 27.4 oC and 27.0 724 
oC at 3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g and 11 g, respectively. When the heat load is 200 W, it is more than 7 g 725 
that the effect of the acceleration force becomes weak. The operating temperatures are 45.7 oC, 726 
40.6 oC, 36.0 oC, 33.3 oC, 33.1 oC and 34.1 oC at 0g, 3g, 5g, 7g, 9g and 11g, respectively. 727 
As can be seen in Fig. 14(b), the thermal conductance shows an obvious increase with the 728 
increase of the acceleration magnitude under configuration C. In accord with the operating 729 
temperature change, thermal conductance at large heat load is also larger than that at small heat 730 
load under acceleration conditions. When the acceleration magnitude is below 7 g at 200 W, 731 
the range of the thermal conductance is from 8.5 W/K to 16.0 W/K. As the acceleration 732 
magnitude is above 7 g, the thermal conductance ranges from 20.9 W/K to 22.9 W/K. The 733 
DCCLHP operates at CCM when coupled with RTD 9 and RTD10 temperatures. However, 734 
when the heat load is 80 W, the thermal conductance ranges from 10.3 W/K to 19.8 W/K under 735 
the range of acceleration magnitude from 3 g to 11 g. it operates at VCM at 3 g whereas at 736 
CCM under 5 g and 11 g conditions.  737 
Based on above describes, the DCCLHP could start up under different acceleration 738 
magnitude and direction conditions. The operating temperature is susceptible to the 739 
acceleration magnitude at large heat load and shows a general trend of decrease with the 740 
increase of the acceleration magnitude at small heat load. Under configuration B the loop 741 
appeared temperature oscillations and operates at a quasi-steady state as the heat load is 250 W 742 
and 300 W. The acceleration magnitude could impact on the amplitude and period of the 743 
oscillation. Furthermore, it could change the operating mode of the loop. 744 
5. Conclusions 745 
Experimental studies were conducted to investigate the startup behavior and operating 746 
characteristics of a DCCLHP with insufficient fluid inventory. The impact of the various 747 
control parameters such as heat load, acceleration magnitude and acceleration direction was 748 
analyzed in a systematic manner. Major findings based on the experimental results were as 749 
follows:  750 
(1) The DCCLHP can start up at the small heat load of 25 W under acceleration conditions. 751 
26 
It started up within a very short time at large heat load. Even at a fixed heat load, the DCCLHP 752 
can have a different startup behavior as it was subjected to different direction acceleration force, 753 
owing to the different vapor-liquid distribution in the evaporator and CCs.  754 
(2) In general, the operating temperature was higher in terrestrial gravity than that under 755 
acceleration conditions. The impact of acceleration direction and magnitude on the operating 756 
temperature was significant at small heat load (≤150 W). But it was weak at large heat load. 757 
The acceleration force effect can change the heat load range of VCM or CCM. 758 
(3) As the acceleration force contributed to the liquid returning back to the CCs, like under 759 
configuration C, the acceleration force effect was similar to the gravity-assisted effect. At small 760 
heat load, the entire loop temperatures had an approximate 1.0 oC difference and the operating 761 
temperature was small.  762 
(4) A number of temperature oscillation, reverse flow and evaporation in the evaporator core 763 
phenomena were observed under acceleration conditions. Especially under configuration B, it 764 
was at 250 W and 300 W that periodic temperature oscillations occurred on almost the whole 765 
loop for different acceleration magnitudes.  766 
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and terrestrial gravity. (a) Temperature (b) Thermal conductance. 855 
Fig. 10. The loop temperature profiles at 80 W under terrestrial gravity and under 856 
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Fig. 11. The loop temperature evolutions at 300 W and 3 g, 5 g, 7 g and 9 g under 858 
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Fig. 13. The loop temperature evolutions at 80 W and 3 g, 5 g, 7 g, 9 g and 11 g under 863 
configuration C. 864 
Fig. 14. The operating temperature and thermal conductance at 80 W and 200 W under 865 
acceleration conditions for configuration C. (a) Temperature (b) Thermal conductance.  866 
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Fig.3. A picture of the experimental DCCLHP and detailed construction of evaporator and 880 
CCs. (a) the DCCLHP (b) detailed construction of evaporator and CCs. 881 
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Fig.5. Three different directions of the acceleration. (a) Configuration A (b) Configuration 896 
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Fig. 6. The loop temperature profiles at 5 g and 25 W under three configurations. (a) 905 
Configuration A (b) Configuration B (c) Configuration C. 906 
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Fig. 7. Vapor-liquid distribution in the loop under configuration A, B and C. (a) 914 
Configuration A (b) Configuration B (c) Configuration C. 915 
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Fig. 8 The loop temperature profiles at 250 W and 5 g under configuration A, B and C. (a) 928 
Configuration A (b) Configuration B (c) Configuration C. 929 
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Fig.9. The operating temperature and thermal conductance at 5 g under three configurations 934 
and terrestrial gravity. (a) Temperature (b) Thermal conductance. 935 
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Fig.10 The loop temperature profiles at 80 W under terrestrial gravity and under configuration 940 
A at 5 g. (a) Terrestrial gravity (b) Configuration A at 5 g. 941 
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Fig.11. The loop temperature evolutions with different acceleration magnitude at 300 W 943 
for configuration B. 944 
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Fig.12. The operating temperature and thermal conductance at 150 W, 250 W and 300 W 949 
under acceleration conditions for configuration B. (a) Temperature (b) Thermal conductance. 950 
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Fig.13. The loop temperature evolutions with different acceleration magnitude at 80 W for 955 
configuration C. 956 
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Fig.14. The operating temperature and thermal conductance at 80 W and 200 W under 961 
acceleration conditions for configuration C. (a) Temperature (b) Thermal conductance. 962 
 963 
Evaporator O.d./i.d.×length of casing 20 mm/18 mm×209 mm 
 Material Stainless steel 
(primary) Wick Pore radius 1.5 μm 
 Porosity >5×10-14 m2 
 O.d./i.d.×length 18 mm/6 mm×190 mm 
 Material Nickel 
Vapor line O.d./i.d.×length 3 mm/2.6 mm×225 mm 
 Material Stainless steel 
Liquid line O.d./i.d.×length 3 mm/2.6 mm×650 mm 
 Material Stainless steel 
Condenser line O.d./i.d.×length 3 mm/2.6 mm×2200 mm 
 Material Stainless steel 
Compensation chamber O.d./i.d.×length 27 mm/25 mm×64 mm 
 Material Stainless steel 
 Number 2 
Working fluid Ammonia 
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Table 1 Major design parameters of the experimental DCCLHP 965 
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